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An inside look at three courses offered on the McMinnville Campus
during January Term: Monks and Mystics, Scriptwriting, and Physics
of Art and Music.

After spending a year absorbed in solar energy research, physics Professor
Jennifer Heath brings that knowledge back to the classroom, along with
ideas for improving energy efficiency.

18 staying afloat in a difficult economy

Brice Lang ’08 shares the lessons he has learned and the value of a
liberal arts education as he and other young graduates face challenges
during the recession.
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Four award-winning alumni identify Linfield faculty and staff who
mentored and guided them through their education and beyond.

INSIDE LINFIELD MAGAZINE
Laura Davis and I found out just how exhilarating and terrifying it is to be
a student when we re-entered the classroom to get an inside view of what happens
during January Term. It was exhilarating to sit next to current students and learn
from engaging faculty, yet terrifying because the classes are, well, hard. You can
read about three of the lively courses in these pages. Also in this issue, we share
with you one professor’s solar energy research and ideas for energy savings.
We introduce you to an alumnus who is putting his liberal arts degree to task in
this challenging economy. You will learn about four remarkable alumni and the
Linfield mentors who have inspired their success. We hope you will be inspired,
as well. Read on for more stories of Linfield.
– Mardi Mileham
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